Telecommunication
Solutions for
Small Businesses:

Facilitate
Operational
Growth While
Reducing Costs
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Communication is paramount in all types of relationships
and extremely important in business. Delivering what your
client wants and doing so when they need it is the result of
careful preparation and information sharing.
Many companies rely heavily on phone communication to not
only stay in touch with current clients, but also recruit new ones.
However, having a consistently reliable phone plan and call centre platform is only part of the challenge. Not so long ago, employees often sat at their desk making phone calls using standard company telephone equipment, though this is no longer the
most reliable and cost-efficient way to connect in a world that
is on the move. Some employees do not work at the main site,
some work from home, and meetings and conferences often
take place offsite.
Let’s say your company likes the idea of having employees performing their roles remotely. But what if a large part of their responsibilities involves speaking to clients over the phone? VoIP
has revolutionized the ways businesses speak with their customers, but some practical challenges remain for certain types
of industries.
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Two Different Businesses, Identical Needs
Neither of the following companies exist, but there are a number of actual firms that regularly perform the following services
and find themselves in similar situations.
Corman Realty fields a large volume of both inbound and outbound calls, the dual responsibility of employees who work
remotely. Inbound calls come into a dedicated phone number
and involve the booking of appointments to view properties or
provide additional information on listings and the company’s
other services. The agents also do outbound calls to the various
agents operating under the company umbrella.
Given the location of the employees, it would not make sense to
buy desk phones for them as they would rarely, if ever, perform
their duties onsite. Also, because they are not working from the
office, each employee needs a way to change their outbound
caller ID to reflect the name of the particular agency relating to
each call. In order to encourage people to answer the calls and
reflect the professional and reputable nature of the business, it
is imperative to have the actual agent’s name appear, and not
just a phone number.
The dealer name is also necessary for the workers themselves.
As they answer calls for a number of different agents, they need
to know whom each caller is wishing to reach. If only the number
is appearing before them, the agents must quickly go through a
lengthy list of numbers in order to figure out who they are representing at any given time. This leads to delays, mistakes, and
even missed calls, all of which discourage callers from continuing to do business with an agent. Unfortunately, the call centre
platforms Corman Realty has investigated so far do not offer
this necessary option.
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Med-Calendar Direct is in the same situation. This firm allows
people to book online appointments with their primary care
physician. However, they also provide telephone reminder calls
for patients at set times before those appointment dates. Thus,
when remote workers make these outbound calls, the name of
the doctor they are representing needs to appear in the call display information, along with the phone number. These workers
also field inbound calls from people wishing to learn more about
the service, needing assistance with its correct use, or offering
comments or suggestions.
As with Corman Realty, Med-Calendar requires a call centre
platform that will automatically handle this aspect of the service, allowing workers to devote their full attention to providing
the fastest and most effective customer service experience possible. Med-Calendar users also tend to be older and have less
experience with technology. They long for the days when they
could simply dial a number and reach someone, without having
to go through lengthy and confusing automated phone menus
and extended waits on hold.
Another function required by both firms is a detailed call history. The companies need to know how many calls are coming
in and going out. This is imperative because the billing for the
various real estate agents and medical offices is determined on
a call-by-call basis. Thus both Corman and Med-Calendar need
these precise figures to determine both monies owed and what
sort of deals they can offer potential clients with similar needs
and call volumes.
Finally, like all organizations relying heavily on phone communication, both would like to reduce the amount of money they are
spending each month on this service.
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Telehop Business Services
Telehop Business Services’ comprehensive packages cover virtually all aspects of business communications, while facilitating
both convenience and savings. Here are ways in which we could
help both Corman Realty and Med-Calendar attain their digital
communication goals.

VoIP and Mobile VoIP
One of the oldest business axioms is Money Saved is Money
Earned and that applies more than ever in today’s competitive
market. Switching from conventional phone lines to digital communication is a proven way to save money and Telehop Business Services offers several different plan options. Direct inward
dialing numbers make the process even easier as callers quickly
reach the desired party.
Telehop Business Services’ packages can also provide major
savings. Our standard offering of 3000 long distance minutes
for each VoIP line per month is equivalent to 50 hours of speaking time, an amount that will suffice for many businesses. That
amount of built-in long distance can result in savings of hundreds or even thousands of dollars over conventional phone
plans.
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Call Centre Applications
Cloud storage applications have made digital operations much
more convenient for many organizations and this innovation
could also prove beneficial to the two companies mentioned.
Telehop Business Services offers users two options that will assist small, medium, and large organizations.
The Integrated Premium ACD package is part of our Metaswitch* VoIP platform and offers features such as:
•

Reporting

•

Whisper, Barge, Monitor

•

Agent and Admin Portals

•

Multiple Queues and Hunt Groups

•

Statistical Dashboards

Companies in need of additional features can also opt for the
Cloud Contact Centre package, which includes all of the above
options, plus:
•

24/7/365 Data Centre Monitoring

•

Agent Wrap Timer

•

Configurable Alerts

•

Priority Queuing

•

Call Recording

•

Desktop Agent Client

•

Advanced Reporting

* Metaswitch is the world’s leading network software provider, powering the transition of communication networks into a cloud-based,
software-centric, all-IP future.
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We help our clients set up the report functions in order to provide the exact information they need for their business model.
The platform sends the billing information automatically, reducing the amount of in-house accounting time and work done by
the company. Need to know how efficiently you are serving your
clients? Comprehensive data is there and ready for examination
at any time.

Internet
Telehop Business Services’ ADSL/FTTN broadband service uses
a national network based out of Toronto and offers a range of
data connectivity options to suit specific business goals. Our
Ethernet/Fibre package delivers high speed and different connectivity options. Companies not having access to ADSL, but still
in need of extremely high speed transfer, can also take advantage of Telehop’s T1 fiber optic lines and their symmetrical connection speed of 1.5Mb X 1.5Mb. Our dedicated Wireless access
also provides fixed amounts of bandwidth at all times and varying speeds to suit individual requirements.
Used in conjunction with the other services mentioned above,
Telehop Business Services’ internet options can further increase
both a company’s efficiency and its periodic savings. Even leaving aside the other technological advantages available, internet
phone services mean that the two companies would no longer
have to have a phone line for each customer service agent, resulting in a substantial cost reduction. Our prices are also notably less than the VoIP services offered by conventional telecommunications providers.
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Accession Communicator for Desktop and
Mobile
Companies needing a business phone service that conforms
to modern expectations will benefit greatly from this Telehop
Business Services option. Both Corman Realty and Med-Calendar could make excellent use of this all-encompassing communication system.
Our Accession Communicator for Desktop and Mobile allows
users to access all of Telehop’s phone service features from
virtually anywhere and on almost any device. Firms can handle
both inbound and outbound calls with ease, sacrificing none
of the convenience you expect from a modern phone system.
The communicator also facilitates video calls and allows you
to move seamlessly from one device to another or cellular to
Wi-Fi without causing any call interruption. Additional features
include conference calls, chat, visual voicemail, and easy integration of your contacts.
Other communication providers offer call centre platforms, but
Telehop Business Services’ Accession Communicator for Desktop and Mobile allows your employees to take the office anywhere, while losing none of the features you expect and require
to stay competitive. Reliable, secure, and fully integrated into
our advanced IP voice services network, the Accession Communicator is the digital partner at the heart of your business communication strategy.
Telehop Business Services provides practical and affordable
solutions for your company’s telecommunication challenges.
Contact our dedicated account management team today and
let us help make your communication plan more efficient and
affordable.
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